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think tank located in Waterloo, Ont.
This was a daunting exPerience for

answers. That's great because I have

a lot of questions that don't seem to
have immediate answers and Hei
degger's
Iist, But
tion of
tronomy and other sPace sciences, I
believe that we arle getting closer to

the answers. e

In the past few Years alone, there
has been a cosmic tidal wave of sig-

nificant discoveries' Just a few
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anrl found traces of all that good

stufr like sulphur, nitrogen, hYdro-
gen, oxygen, PhosPhorous and car-
Uon - dome of the keY chemical in'

tions were once favourable for life.
In other developments' scientists

have been tantalized by data trans-
mitted by the Galileo sPacecraft in
the late 1990s that indicate that
.Tuoiter's moon. Europa, maY be
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estimated that in the MiIkY WaY

alone. there are at least 17 billion
earth sized exoplanets. Not only is
there a lot of "something "out there,
but it seems highly illogical if not
slightly egocentric tb assume that we

are the onlY form of life in the
"something." One day in the perhaps

not too distant future, we will find
some form of Iife somewhere other
than Earth and the scientific world
will be changed forever.

But it's not just science that will

isreligi facethe
biggest er if the
world's starting
to ask the Big Questions and prepar-

ins to dialogue with the their coun-
teioarts in ihe scientific world' The
rec-ent election of a Jesuit Pope gives

me hope that at least one of the
world's major religions might be

ready
The Jesuits are known to be great

thinkers and intellectuals and it is

18th century I'm a relentless opti-
mist and Ibelieve that, withthe right
preparation and discussion, scierce
an0 faittr don't have to collide when
the Big Discoveries haPPen - theY
will rather intersect and then inte-

the universe thet tells us that the
universe is not onlY 100 million
years
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